Layered invitation with
lined envelope
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You wil l need:








147mm & 141mm Cardstock (your chosen stock
will end in C-4 & C-3 respectively : we chose
our Crystal White board
155mm x 155mm envelope: Code would begin with
ENV02, (Crystal White is ENV02-21)
Decorative paper (we chose ‘Constance Rosa’
code P88-2)
Sparkling Embellishment - we’ve SO many to
choose from!
Glues: ATG tape or double sided tape + Gem-Tac
or Hot glue gun + paper trimmer/craft knife
For the rose we needed a ‘Punch & Stamp Set
code PU21-2

This is a really easy invitation to make; the lined envelope makes it
really special and so pretty your guests will be thrilled to receive it!
1. Firstly print your invitation information onto the 141mm cardstock allowing room for the
decorative strip of paper and the embellishment.
Cut a strip approx1.75cm wide and 17cm long of the decorative paper and, using ATG tape
or double-sided tape, position on the invitation tucking the ends behind the 141mm card.
2. Run ATG tape or double sided tape around the edge of the reverse of the 141mm card
and position on top of the 147mm card making sure the border around the edge is the same
width (3mm).
3. Using either Gem-Tac or a hot glue gun attach the embellishment of your choice centrally
on the strip of decorative paper (the embellishment shown is ‘coming very soon’!)
4. To line the envelope create a template that you can use to repeatedly cut out the shape
from your decorative paper. Drawing round the envelope then
making it smaller all the way round will help create the best
size, each envelope manufacturer is different so one template
may not ‘fit all’. It is not strictly necessary to have the lining
going all the way down to the bottom of the envelope, just so
it’s at least a few centimetres below where you can see it.
Fix in place with ATG or double sided tape.
5. To create roses follow instructions in the punch set using the decorative paper!
www.t hehandcraftedcardcompany.c o.uk
01782 639733 (all product codes were correct at the time this recipe was put together)

Beautifully Impressive! x

